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ABSTRACT 
 
Replacing and maintaining sensors in existing legacy systems is costly and time consuming since no 
information beyond voltage or current is supplied by these sensors.  When a sensor is replaced or 
added, information for that sensor has to be incorporated by the software programmer into the main 
system software – a costly and time-consuming process.  A method has been developed to give these 
old sensors the intelligence to meet the requirements of the proposed IEEE P1451.3 standard.  This 
is accomplished with no changes to the legacy hardware and a minor, one time change to the legacy 
main system software.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Data acquisition systems that have been in service for a number of years such as the Advanced 
Airborne Test Instrumentation System (AATIS) or the Common Airborne Instrumentation System 
(CAIS) do not have intelligence at the sensor level. These legacy systems are designed for specific 
applications and do not conform to industry-wide standards. Reconfiguring or adding new sensors to 
one of these individually configured systems can result in costly design changes and the removal of 
the vehicle under test from service for days or even weeks while the upgrades are being 
implemented. Tracking sensor inventory and calibration of onboard systems can be both costly and 
time consuming. Many of the existing sensor systems do not have the capability of being 
interrogated to determine their working status, their calibration information, their serial number, or 
manufacturing and service history since the sensors themselves have no intelligence. When defective 
sensors are detected, replacement generally requires removing the system from service instead of 
simply unplugging the defective sensor and plugging in a replacement sensor or ‘hot swapping.’ A 
major software effort is then required in the ground support equipment (GSE) to input each sensor’s 
unique characteristics on a case-by-case basis.  
 



The system being developed for Edwards AFB discussed in this paper will allow the information 
needed to describe a particular sensor to be located with each individual sensor thus removing the 
requirement of the main system to be programmed with this information.  IEEE P1451-3 compliant 
sensor identification transducer electronic data sheet (SITEDS) information will be located with each 
sensor and will be available to the GSE when the particular sensor is inserted into the system.  A 
device called a Multi-Network Capable Applications Processor (NCAP) is being developed to 
interface the universal smart transducer interface modules (USTIMs) to the AATIS party line (PL) 
bus.  Other buses can be interfaced to the USTIMs by simply reconfiguring the NCAP.  The legacy 
sensors with their associated SITEDS are connected to a USTIM, which resides on an NCAP-
USTIM party line (NUPL) bus with other USTIMs.  This bus is connected to the NCAP that, in turn 
interfaces to an external bus, such as the AATIS PL bus.  A Transducer Electronic Data Sheet 
(TEDS) meeting the proposed IEEE P1451.3 standard will be contained in each USTIM allowing 
future expansion with other compliant devices. 
 
 

PROPOSED IEEE P1451.3 STANDARD, THE IDEAL SOLUTION 
 
Bringing a legacy system up to the new IEEE 1451 standards without wholesale and costly  
replacement of the system creates a significant challenge. Old sensors must be used since many  
are imbedded in the aircraft. The existing computer system and interface controllers must be 
maintained in place to eliminate a major software redesign as well as costly hardware replacements. 
However, from a maintenance standpoint, it is desirable to replace or add sensors with all the 
advantages of the IEEE 1451 standards including ‘hot swapping,’ automatic sensor identification, 
automatic calibration, etc. This can be accomplished by adding a small interface module between the 
sensor and the legacy system that contains the ‘smarts’ for a particular sensor. 
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Figure 1.  Physical context for the transducer interface specification 

 
The proposed IEEE P1451.3 standard contains most of the features needed for the upgrade.  The 
USTIM described above is similar to the Transducer Bus Interface Module (TBIM) in the proposed 
standard.  Figure 1 and Figure 2 represent two possible contexts for the specification. Figure 1 gives 
the electrical connectivity that the interface implements. In this representation there are two 
conductors between the Transducer Bus Controller (TBC) and the TBIMs. These two conductors 
carry both the power and the signals to implement the interface. In the case of the USTM, signal and 



ground are provided over two wires and power is provided over an additional two wires, in 
particular, 28-volt  aircraft power.  The USTIMs and NUPL bus still conform to the proposed 
standard since the standard allows the case where more power is required for a particular TBIM than 
can be supplied over the bus.  In this situation, an auxiliary power source can be used.  In Figure 2, 
the proposed standard shows that DC power, a synchronization signal and communications all share 
a single pair of conductors. The interface between the TBIM and the bus, the TBC and the bus, the 
bus itself and the TEDS that reside in the TBIMs are the subject of the proposed IEEE P1451.3 
specification. 
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Figure 2.  Functional context for the transducer interface specification 

 
A TBIM (USTIM) may be used to sense or control multiple physical phenomena. Each phenomenon 
sensed or controlled shall be associated with a transducer channel in a TBIM (USTIM).  
 
The proposed IEEE P1451.3 standard specifies a synchronization signal as a sine-wave signal that is 
provided to assure that all TBIMs have access to a clock running at the same frequency. The TBIM 
communications is implemented using the Home Phone Network Alliance (HPNA) communications 
standard.  In the case of the USTIMs, a synchronization signal in the form of a square wave is 
provided to all of the USTIMs.  However, the HPNA protocol cannot be used since this system has 
to appear seamless to the legacy system.  This design is being tailored to the AATIS legacy system 
that requires data packets as small as 16 bits to be delivered within a 2.4 µS time frame.  The NCAP 
must forward the command from the AATIS bus over the NUPL bus to the USTIM and return the 
data to the AATIS bus within the 2.4 µS time frame. Since the communication between the NCAP 
and USTIMs adds another level of communication, the NUPL bus must run at a higher speed.  
Commands are sent to the USTIMs within 0.8 µS, data conversions occur within 0.8 µS, and the 
data are returned to the NCAP within 0.8 µS. 
 
 



LEGACY SYSTEM UPGRADE TO IEEE P1451.3 
 
A block diagram of the legacy system 
upgrade is shown in Figure 3. These 
modules contain the intelligence and 
TEDS for each sensor. The modules are 
then connected together on their own 4-4-
wire NUPL bus with other USTIMs, thus 
eliminating the need for the large cabling 
systems that are currently being used.  
 
Changing to the information contained in 
the USTIM modules can be accomplished 
either through the main system, if 
allowed, or though a laptop computer. An 
IEEE 1451 TEDS can be loaded onto a 
USTIM in one of three ways: 1) it can be 
downloaded from the main system; 2) it 
can be loaded at the factory; or 3) it can 
be loaded locally from a floppy disk with 
a laptop computer. An IEEE P1451.3 
transducer channel TEDS associated with 
each legacy sensor will be located in a 
small module called a Sensor 
Identification TEDS (SITEDS).  This 
module will be located next to the 
USTIM and plugged into the same 
connector as the sensor.  A general 
purpose USTIM can be used with a 
variety of legacy sensors with no changes 
to its hard circuitry. Once the USTIM is 
configured, the main system will be able 
to detect its addition to the system and 
automatically download all the 
information necessary to describe the 
sensor. Thus, no special software or 
hardware will be required for the legacy 
systems. A block diagram of the current 
AATIS system is shown in Figure 4. The 
USTIM can connect the respective 
transducers directly to the SCU’s party 

line bus through a NCAP as shown connected to the heavy black line in Figure 4.  No additional 
interfaces are required since RS-232 circuits are built into the NCAP for GSE as well as the interface 
to the NUPL bus.  An in-circuit reprogrammable logic device is contained within the NCAP that 
could be reconfigured with a laptop computer to accept other protocols. 
 

Figure 3. Multi-USTIM System Diagram 
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Figure 4.  AATIS Block Diagram with USTIMs 



NCAP DESIGN 
 
The NCAP provides the interface between the AATIS party line bus, the USTIM, and the GSE.  The 
GSE interface uses the RS-232 (or RS-422) standard.  The NUPL bus, using a RS-485 interface, is 
used to interface multiple USTIMs to the NCAP.  A top-level block diagram of the AATIS system, 
with the NCAP and USTIMs included, is shown in Figure 5.  As can be seen in the diagram of 
Figure 5, the NCAP allows the USTIMs to interface to the AATIS system control unit (SCU) 
without an Analog to Digital Acquisition Unit (ADAU).  It is also clear that the interface between 
the multiple USTIMs and the NCAP requires only 2 wires compared to the discrete wiring that is 
required to connect each individual ’‘dumb’ transducer or embedded sensor to the signal 
conditioning card (SCC) in the ADAU. 
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Figure 5.  Block diagram of an AATIS system that contains USTIMs and an NCAP 

 
A block diagram of the NCAP is shown in Figure 6.  As can be seen, in addition to the three 
interface blocks (AATIS, RS-485, and RS-232) there is one circuit block that controls the data flow 

through the NCAP.  Because the USTIM 
provides all signal conditioning and data 
conversion that is required for the 
transducers and embedded sensors that are 
connected to it, the NCAP does not need to 
have any processing capability.  Instead, the 
NCAP is strictly a communication device 
that multiplexes multiple USTIM modules 
to the AATIS partly line bus.  This helps to 
minimize fan-out and loading of the AATIS 
party line bus while still providing access to 
a large number of transducers and 
embedded sensors.  It also simplifies the  

                  Figure 6.  Block diagram of the NCAP 
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USTIM design so that the USTIM can be made smaller and cheaper. The NCAP provides the 
interface between the three different buses that are used in the enhanced AATIS system, as shown in 
Figure 6. 
 
 

NCAP DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
 
The NCAP design was completed with the bulk of the logic contained in a programmable logic 
device (PLD).  This allows flexibility for future upgrades without the necessity of having to change 
the hardware and printed circuit board (PCB) design.  For example, upgrades to the communication 
protocols can be done by reprogramming the PLD.  
 
A picture of the NCAP prototype is shown in Figure 7.  As can be seen in the figure, this board 
includes a DC-DC converter, to isolate the power supply from the board's circuits, and five interface 
connectors.  Two of the connectors, 3-lug and 4-lug twin-ax connectors, are used to connect to the 
AATIS command and reply buses.  A third twin-ax connector will connect to the NUPL bus.  A DB9 
connector provides a standard RS-232 interface to a host computer (or GSE).  A 10-pin, shrouded 
header provides the programming interface for the PLD. 

 
Figure 7.  Photograph of the prototype NCAP board 

 
The NCAP prototype also includes a number of jumpers that can be used to change the termination 
of the AATIS and NUPL bus interfaces.  Grounding of the shield of the interface cable can also be 
selected through jumpers.  Also, the NUPL bus interface can be configured with or without an 
isolation transformer. 
 
 



NCAP-USTIM Party Line (NUPL) 
 
The RS-485 interface was chosen for the NUPL bus because it provides the required communication 
bandwidth with just two wires and readily available COTS components.  Programming the USTIMs 
and loading the TEDS with the GSE is accomplished utilizing a simple, low overhead RS-232 
communication protocol.  At the command level, i.e., interpreting and acting upon the transmitted 
bytes, a simple protocol that is designed specifically for the AATIS system is used.  Again, this is 
being done in order to provide the required data throughput.  Because of the additional level of 
device addressing that must be communicated through the NUPL, the NUPL will operate at 2 to 3 
times the bit rate of the AATIS party line - assuming that a minimal, custom, high-level 
communication protocol is used. 
 
The TEDS information that is contained in the USTIMs will conform to the completed IEEE 1451.2 
standard until the IEEE P1451.3 standard is finalized and approved.  At that time, the TEDS 
contained in the USTIM can be converted to that standard.  The IEEE P1451.3 standard closely 
matches the architecture being used in this program, but the communication protocol contains 
communication overhead, which cannot be used with the AATIS system.  For example, a 15-byte 
communication overhead is used in some cases with the IEEE P1451.3 standard.  If two commands 
are needed, one to trigger the ‘smart sensor’ and one to read the data, then 32 bytes must be 
transferred - including the two data bytes.  With the minimum AATIS command period being 2.4 
µS, this would require a bit rate of over 133 Mbaud on the NUPL bus, which is above the maximum 
rate of 100 Mbaud allowed in this design. 
 
 

USTIM DESIGN 
 
A general purpose USTIM was developed which will satisfy the interfacing requirements of most 
legacy sensors. It was designed to be fully in-system programmable and in-system hardware 
reconfigurable. It contains a nonvolatile memory for the TEDS information, which can be expanded 
within a single integrated circuit.  The programmable 8051-compatible core processor is supported by 
an on-chip memory consisting of 8K bytes FLASH/EE program memory, 640 bytes FLASH/EE data 
memory and 256 bytes of data static random access memory (SRAM). The unit was configured to 
operate from a +3.3 volts direct current (VDC) or +5.0 VDC supply voltage.  
 
Additional features, along with the 8051 core processor, include a high speed 12-bit data acquisition 
system, a programmable logic element, analog inputs which have programmable gain and offsets, 
high speed RS-422 bus interface, and 3.3-volt operation. The block diagram for the USTIM is shown 
in Figure 8.  
 
The USTIM design contains eight fully programmable analog channels. They are fully differential 
for interfacing directly to bridge transducers.   An eighth-order elliptic low pass switched capacitor 
filter is present in each of the differential analog channels serving as a programmable anti-aliasing 
filter prior to quantization by the analog to digital converter (ADC). The programmable filter 
response is achieved through a PLD that contains a programmable clock generator. The frequency 
bandwidth of the filter is determined by the switch capacitor clock frequency. 
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Figure 8.  Block digram of USTIM 

 
 

SENSOR IDENTIFICATION TEDS MODULE 
 
In this system, the sensor or memory units are connected to a USTIM, which is essentially the same 
as the TBIM described in the IEEE P1451.3 D106 draft standard. Since the USTIM is able to 
accommodate a changing number and variety of sensor or memory units, a complete TEDS, as 
described in the IEEE 1451.2-1997 standard, cannot be predetermined and stored in the memory 
module. In addition, data that are not incorporated into the TEDS descriptions in the IEEE 1451.2-
1997 standard is required by the USTIM in order to properly configure the interface hardware to the 
sensor or memory unit. 
 
In order to accommodate the unique requirements of the USTIM, a method of creating the overall 
TEDS and configuring its storage in the system had to be devised. With this method, all of the 
unique, sensor-specific information and portions of the transducer channel TEDS (including 
appropriate sub-TEDS for the transducer channel TEDS - such as the calibration TEDS) will be 
stored in the SITEDS.  The rest of the TEDS will be stored in the USTIM. Further, portions of the 



TEDS will vary depending on the number and types of sensors that are connected to the USTIM. 
These portions of the TEDS will be dynamically created by the USTIM on power-up and in response 
to changes in the USTIM's sensor configuration. 
 
The memory module that is connected to each legacy sensor will contain the SITEDS. The SITEDS 
will contain those portions of the channel TEDS that can be predetermined, regardless of the 
hardware and operation of the USTIM, as well as the sensor-specific data that are required by the 
USTIM or desired for possible use at the system level. The USTIM will use the SITEDS to create a 
complete transducer channel TEDS. 
 
An example of the transducer channel TEDS data that will be determined dynamically, rather than 
being stored in the USTIM of the SITEDS, is the upper range limit. While all of the data will be 
unitless digital data coming from an ADC, not every channel will necessarily use the full digital 
range of the ADC output. Depending on the sensor output and USTIM electronics, it may not be 
practical to scale the sensor signal to utilize the entire ADC output range. Thus, the USTIM will 
determine the upper range limit of the channel TEDS based on the capability of its analog hardware 
and on the data that it receives, from the SITEDS, concerning the output of the sensor that is 
connected to a given input channel. 
 
Because the USTIM will generate a standard format TEDS, as well as having a standard Meta-TEDS 
stored within it, the unique data set that is contained in the SITEDS, and the flexibility that it affords 
in sensor configuration, will be transparent to the overall system. The collection of USTIM and 
sensor or memory units will appear to the overall system to be a standard NCAP and STIM. 
Some of the unique data fields in the SITEDS include: 
 

Excitation Requirement 
Output Type 
Output Range 
Sensitivity Value 
Sensitivity Units 
Manufacturer Cage Code 
Serial Number 
Model Number 

 
The information required for the channel TEDS specified in the IEEE P1451.3 proposed standard is 
shown in Table 1. 
 



Table 1.  Contents of the Transducer Channel TEDS 
Field Name Tag 

Token 
 
Description 

 
Type 

# Octets 

Length  Transducer Channel TEDS Length U32L     4 
  The following four fields contain XML header information. They 

should be at the beginning of each TEDS. 
  

  WBXML Version 1.3 (content = 03)   
  Unknown Public Identifier (content = 01)   
  Charset=USASCII (content = 02)   
  String Table length (content = 00 since no strings are defined)   
TEDSID 0x05 TEDS identifier   U8E      1 
subBlkKY 0x06 TransducerChannel related information data sub-block   
CalibKey 0x10 Calibration Key U8E 1 
XdTypKey 0x11 Transducer Type Key U8E 1 
PhysUnit 0x12 Physical Units UNITS 10 
LimitLR 0x13 Lower Range Limit F32 4 
LimitUR 0x14 Upper Range Limit F32 4 
WCUncrn 0x15 Worst-Case Uncertainty F32 4 
SlfTstKey 0x16 Self Test Key U8E 1 
SubBlkCV 0x07 Data converter related information data sub-block   
DataMdl 0x17 TransducerChannel Data Model U8E 1 
DMdlLen 0x18 TransducerChannel Data Model Length U8C 1 
SgnfntBt 0x19 TransducerChannel Model Significant Bits U16C 2 
DatReps 0x1A Maximum Transducer Data Repetitions U16C 2 
SOrigin 0x1B Series Origin F32 4 
SIncrmnt 0x1C Series Increment F32 4 
SUnits 0x1D Series Units UNITS 10 
SubBlkT 0x08 Timing related information data sub-block   
UpdtT 0x1E TransducerChannel Update Time (tu) F32 4 
WrStpT 0x1F TransducerChannel Write Setup Time (tws) F32 4 
RdSetpT 0x20 TransducerChannel Read Setup Time (trs) F32 4 
SmplngPd 0x21 TransducerChannel Sampling Period (tsp) F32 4 
WarmUpT 0x22 TransducerChannel Warm-Up Time F32 4 
XdRdDlyT 0x23 TransducerChannel Read Delay Time (tch) F32 4 
XdSfTstTR 0x24 TransducerChannel Self-Test Time Requirement F32 4 
SubBlkS 0x09 Time of the Sample Information   
SrcTsamp 0x25 Source for the time of a sample U8E 1 
DfDlyTgS 0x26 Default delay between trigger and sample F32 4 
TgSdlyUn 0x27 Trigger to Sample delay uncertainty F32 4 
SubBlkA 0x0A Attributes sub-block   
AttrbSI 0x28 Sample initiated attributes U8E 1 
AttrbBuf 0x29 Buffered attribute U8E 1 
AttrbEOD 0x2A End of data set operation attributes U8E 1 
AttrbStr 0x2B Streaming attribute U8E 1 
AttrbEdg 0x2C Edge to report attribute U8E 1 
SubBlkSn 0x0B Sensitivity sub-block   
SnsvtDir 0x2D Sensitivity direction  Îc F32      4 
Angles 0x2E Direction Angles Two F32      8 
defaults 0x0C Defaults   
StPwrUp 0x2F Power Up State U8E 1 
OptEvSnFl 0x0D Event Sensor Options Field   
OptEvSn 0x30 Event Sensor Options U8E 1 
Checksum  Transducer Specific TEDS Checksum   U16C      2 

 



Each octet listed in column five is 8 bits long.  The column specifying ‘type’ designates the data 
type.  Unsigned 8-bit integers are designated by U8C for counting.  An unsigned 16-bit integer is 
designated for counting by U16C and field length by U16L.  An unsigned 32-bit integer is 
designated for counting by U32C and field length by U32L. F32 designates a single precision real 
number and F64 a double precision number.  A string is implemented with the sXtensable Markup 
Language (XML) controlled by the document W3C XML 1.0.  Physical units are designated by 
‘Units’ and are 10 octets long. 
 
An EEPROM containing the transducer channel TEDS information, resides at the sensor instead of 
the USTIM, allowing the legacy sensors to become plug-n-play.   Additionally, the 24CXX family of 
EEPROMs is used since it offers a wider range of available memory and package sizes. For 

example, a 24C00 provides 128 x 8 bits of memory 
in a small 5-pin SOT-23 package. For many sensor 
types this amount of memory may be sufficient for 
storing transducer channel TEDS information, 
assuming calibration data are stored as coefficients 
as opposed to a large look-up table array. 
 

A voltage regulator was added to accompany the memory device to provide a stable supply. The 
memory circuit could also tap the sensor excitation voltage. Since the memory is only accessed at 
power-up, the serial clock and data in-lines will be held in a DC state during normal operation. 
Hence, cross coupling of the digital to analog signals will not be an issue. Figure 9 shows the 
prototype TEDS, EEPROM module for legacy sensors. These units use the I2C bus to communicate 
with the USTIMs. 
 
An adjustable regulator is shown in Figure 9 (right). This device is capable of supplying 100mA of 
output current with a dropout voltage of 2.0 volts or less at maximum output.  A 1K bit serial 
EEPROM with a voltage range of 4.5V to 5.5V is shown in Figure 9 (left). The device is organized 
as a single block of 128 x 8-bit memory with a two-wire serial interface. Low current design permits 
operation with typical standby and active currents of only 10 µA and 1 mA respectively. The device 
has a page-write capability for up to 16 bytes of data and has fast write cycle times of only 
1 mS for both byte and page writes. Functional address lines allow the connection of up to eight 
devices on the same bus for up to 8K bits of contiguous EEPROM memory.  
 
 

IMPLEMENTING A HYBRID AATIS IEEE 1451-COMPLIANT SYSTEM 
 
The goal is to minimize system impact in downtime for both software and hardware modifications 
during the transition to IEEE-1451 compliance. Minimizing cost during the upgrade to the IEEE 
1451 standard is also important.  The existing AATIS system hardware will remain unchanged both 
during and after the modules are added to convert the sensors to IEEE 1451 compatibility.  This will 
be accomplished by containing the sensor software and TEDS information in the USTIMs and using 
the NCAPs to interface and format the data streams to be compliant with existing AATIS systems.  
Standard CAIS/AATIS commands will be used to transfer data to and from the NCAP.  Since the 
NCAP contains in-circuit reconfigurable hardware, its characteristics can be modified with software 
to conform to future system upgrades, bus speed improvements, etc.  Figure 3 shows the system 

Figure 9.  SITEDS EEPROM Adapter, Top 
and Bottom Views 



block diagram and its connection to the party line bus.  The NCAP transfers its data to and from the 
SCU via the party line bus.  Figure 3 also shows that the NCAP effectively isolates IEEE 1451 
compatible devices from the AATIS hardware.  All IEEE compliant sensors present a uniform 
software and hardware interface to the system via the NCAP.  All the calibration, identification, etc., 
is located in the SITEDSs and the USTIMs. 
 
 

EVOLUTION OF LEGACY SYSTEMS 
 
Since fully compliant IEEE 1451 sensors can coexist with USTIM converted sensors as shown in 
Figure 3, legacy systems can gradually be brought to full compliance. New compliant sensors can be 
added as they become available and simply plugged into the NCAP. Since the NCAP can be 
reconfigured for various bus protocols, new and faster bus systems can be incorporated without 
affecting the hardware.  
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The development of the NCAP, USTIM, and SITEDS has paved the way to reduced installation, 
maintenance, and configuration management for legacy systems such as the AATIS. With the 
incorporation of these innovations, cabling systems will also be greatly reduced. A low-cost, low-
impact transition to full IEEE P1451.3 compliant sensors is provided by these components.  
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